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D. NEIL ELLIO

ABOUT NEIL
To any outsider, D. Neil Elliott was highly educated, owned a proﬁtable consulting ﬁrm, and had a successful
career and an amazing wife and family. But things were not all they seemed to be … Neil was facing a lot of
challenges. In a phrase, he was in a dark place. Quite by accident, he discovered a Higher Road. As he
traveled that road, he found the key to transforming his life.

Over the course of the following year, Neil lifted himself to an inner state of love, peace, joy, and abundance.
His perspectives on life changed entirely. His troubles and tribulations were his impetus to ﬁnd the key that
enabled him to revolutionize his life. He learned that the search for a better life does not entail positive
thinking, saying afﬁrmations, chanting mantras, or traveling to India to sit at the feet of a guru—or any other
popularized method of “ﬁnding yourself.” …The key? To ascend in both spiritual perception and truth, you
need to use the right process to break through your entrenched, human-ego barriers.

For nearly three decades, Neil read hundreds of self-help and spiritual books and took self-development
courses. All of them offered hope for change and improvement, but nothing fulﬁlled his needs or genuinely
delivered on its promises.

Neil’s desire—and his new mission in life—is to share the knowledge he gained and the process he used on
his journey to self-awareness, together with the blueprint document he discovered that was instrumental in
transforming his life. He wants to give you, regardless of your station in life, the tools and opportunity to
empower yourself, transform your life, and draw peace, joy, love, and prosperity into your personal situation
and environment. Neil believes that as more and more people follow this Higher Road to true spiritual
perfection, a New Era of Love and Peace will dawn for everyone throughout the world.
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WHY BOOK NEIL
As there are various topics with rich content that Neil
shares with audiences through a mix of his
professional research, fresh ideas, and deep expertise,
he merges energy and enthusiasm to empower and
embolden any audience.

While Neil routinely delivers custom content, his
most popular topics include:
●

How can scientiﬁc discoveries and spiritual
concepts work together to explain the Truth of
our Existence in a factual, rational, and
engaging way? And what consciousness means
for us, individually and collectively.

●

How we create for ourselves our every
experience and our every tomorrow - both the
ones we enjoy and the ones we merely endure;
and how to outline and achieve your life’s
purpose, heal your body and mind, and draw
happiness into your life.

●

Quite by accident, Neil discovered a Higher
Road. As he traveled that road, he found the
key to transforming his life. In his upcoming
book A Higher Road: Cleanse Your Consciousness
to Transcend the Ego and Ascend Spiritually - A
7-Step Process to Inner Peace, Joy, Love,
Abundance, and Prosperity he shares the key to
transforming our lives and his own journey as
an example.
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Suggested Questions
○

To any outsider, you had an interesting life, a successful career and an amazing wife and family, but at
the age of 57, you hit rock bottom, feeling depressed, anxious and trapped. What happened when
you realized you were in a dark place?

○

How can someone who is facing a challenging/difﬁcult moment in life, open their mind and consider
new perspectives about life? Is this even possible?

○

Can you share with us the knowledge you gained and the process you used on your own journey to
self-awareness?

○

What are the key concepts of your book - A Higher Road? Can anyone apply them to their lives, at any
stage?

○

Could you walk us through the seven steps of the Higher Road?

○

To How combining scientiﬁc discoveries and spiritual concepts can lead someone to the Truth of our
Existence in a factual, rational, and engaging way?

○

What consciousness means for us, individually and collectively?

○

How do we create for ourselves the best possible outcomes for our lives and how do we outline and
achieve life’s purpose, heal the body and mind, and draw happiness into life?

○

In your book A Higher Road, you mentioned that regardless of your current situation or
challenges—whether you are poor or wealthy, ill or healthy, happy or depressed—you can ﬁnd a path
to a brighter, fulﬁlling future. How much time does it normally take for someone to go over the seven
steps? Does it change from person to person?

○

If you could list one takeaway from your book, what would it be?
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A HIGHER ROAD

ABOUT THE BOOK
Open your mind and consider new perspectives about life.
Regardless of your current situation or challenges—whether you are poor or wealthy, ill or healthy, happy or
depressed—you can ﬁnd a path to a brighter, fulﬁlling future.

In this groundbreaking book, D. Neil Elliott outlines how you can achieve your life’s purpose, heal your body
and mind, and draw happiness into your life. The unique tools and strategies he offers will help you attain
peace, joy, and abundance and discover your true purpose in life. This book brings together scientiﬁc
discoveries and spiritual concepts and explains the Truth of our Existence in a factual, rational, and engaging
way.

At age ﬁfty-seven, Neil was depressed, anxious, and fearful. He felt trapped … there was no way out.
Searching desperately for a sliver of hope, a reason to keep going, he found a Higher Road. More accurately,
it found him—and as he traveled that road, he discovered a seven-step process that transformed his life.

A Higher Road: Cleanse Your Consciousness to Transcend the Ego and Ascend Spiritually reveals secrets hidden
since the beginning of creation that enabled Neil to transform himself—mind, emotions, and body, to
experience the Reality behind and within all things — giving, maintaining and sustaining all individual being.
Now, in this book, he guides you through a process that will help you achieve the best possible outcomes for
your life.
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Neil’s book begins with a memoir of his early years—and shows how his life experience pushed him to the
edge. He uses his life story to illustrate how, through the use of our creative consciousness tools, each of us
creates our every tomorrow. He expands on concepts of personal consciousness and the mechanisms of how
each of us is unknowingly impacting our individual and collective lives, creating our current turbulent and
destructive global reality.

Next, the book reviews scientiﬁc works on memetics, biology, epigenetics, neuroplasticity, and
neurogenesis, to emphasize how scientiﬁc discoveries and the repercussions of science’s “mind over matter”
paradigms affect our daily lives. To assist us in understanding the concept of self, consciousness, and life,
Neil shares a vivid description of a Near-Death Experiencer’s afterlife vision that shows clearly what
happens to us when we die. Then, he moves on to share with us the revelatory blueprint document that
inspired him to take a Higher Road. This manuscript held the key to his personal transformation.

In this easy-to-understand book you will learn:
●

The Secrets of Existence and Our True Spiritual Origins.

●

New knowledge that bridges the gulf between the Unseen Spiritual Dimension and the Seen World
of ‘Matter’ that will enable science to move forward into new realms of spiritual/scientiﬁc research
for the betterment of humankind.

●

What your tools of creativity are, and how you use them moment by moment to create every
tomorrow, every experience, and every circumstance that comes into your life. You cannot escape
this process; it is a law of existence.

●

How to ascend in spiritual consciousness, free yourself from the treadmill of life’s ups and downs,
and enter an inner state of everlasting peace, joy, love, abundance, and prosperity that is more
rewarding than you ever dreamed possible.

By completing all Seven Steps as outlined, you will have knowledge that will enable you—with effort,
determination, and dedication—to transform your life.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
Proﬁle of the ideal reader: Someone looking for a more fulﬁlling future at the beginning stages of personal
growth and spiritual interests based on scientiﬁc discoveries and spiritual truths including topics related to
consciousness, inner peace, mental health, and abundance.

Goals & Values: Better Mind, Body & Spirit balance, learning simple mindfulness tools, gain clarity, build
conﬁdence, breaking through the barriers to ascend in spirituality to true spiritual perfection.

Pain Points: Depressed, unhappy, lost, stuck, confused, frustrated with their personal and professional lives,
unfulﬁlled, without clear life goals, or trying to ﬁnd a meaningful path.

PRAISE / ENDORSEMENTS
“D. Neil Elliott’s book, A Higher Road – Cleanse Your Consciousness, Transcend the Ego, and Ascend Spiritually, is a
treasure. It’s the perfect hybrid of inspirational memoir and empowering self-help book. The ﬁrst chapters take you
on a journey through Neil’s early life—growing up in a home that brought all manner of trials to a fatherless boy. His
challenges will resonate with any reader who has experienced childhood trauma or dealt with phobias, fears, or
anxiety. Ultimately, life’s relentless tribulations drove Neil to conclude that suicide was only the way out. Deeply
depressed and on the brink of self-annihilation, Neil discovered a document online that changed his life. By following
its age-old insight, knowledge, and truths, he not only survived, but thrived. The latter chapters of A Higher Road
guide you to that life-afﬁrming wisdom, teaching a seven-step process to help you ﬁnd peace, joy, love, and
abundance. A must-read!”
— Dr. Michael Ireland
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TITLE – A HIGHER ROAD
SUBTITLE – Cleanse Your Consciousness to Transcend the Ego and Ascend Spiritually
TAGLINE – A 7 Step Process to Inner Peace, Joy, Love, Abundance and Prosperity

AUTHOR – D. Neil Elliott
PUBLICATION DATE – September 2021
PUBLISHER – Elliott & McAdam Productions
CATEGORIES
AMAZON l ASIN –
1 – Non Fiction / SELF-HELP / Mood Disorders / Depression
2 – Non Fiction / HEALTH & FITNESS / Mental Health
BISAC CODES –
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SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE FOR PRINT – $10.99 - $15.99
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE FOR ELECTRONIC – $3.99 - $7.99
Will be available for purchase on AMAZON globally. Retailers may purchase through Ingram globally.
BOOK SIZE – 5.5” x 8.5”
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WORD COUNT – 58,854
ISBNS –
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PAPERBACK # – 978-1-7777172-5-4
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Cleanse Your Consciousness to Transcend
the Ego and Ascend Spiritually
Open your mind and consider new perspectives about life.

Regardless of your current situation or challenges—whether you are poor or wealthy, ill or
healthy, happy or depressed—you can find a path to a brighter, fulfilling future. In this
groundbreaking book, D. Neil Elliott outlines seven steps that will help you attain
absolute peace, joy, and abundance and discover your true purpose in life. This book
brings together scientific discoveries and spiritual concepts and explains the Truth of our
Existence in a factual, rational, and engaging way. These Truths bridge the gulf between
science and spirituality.
At age fifty-seven, Neil was depressed, anxious, and
fearful. He felt trapped … there was no way out. Searching
desperately for a sliver of hope or a reason to keep going,
he found a Higher Road—or, more accurately, it found him.
As he traveled that road, he discovered a seven-step
process that transformed his life.
A Higher Road: Cleanse Your Consciousness to Transcend the Ego and Ascend Spiritually
reveals hidden secrets and shares truths that will guide you through the process of
achieving the best possible outcomes for your life. By completing all Seven Steps as
outlined, you will gain knowledge and experience that will enable you—with effort,
determination, and dedication—to transform your life. If you’re ready to change and
become the best version of yourself, this book is for you.

D. NEIL ELLIOTT
D. Neil Elliott lives in a peaceful historic village on the West Coast of British
Columbia with his wife and a house full of art, books, and plants. He names all his
plants—his favorite is a tall and lean Yucca called Rogelio. Neil has three children
and five grandchildren, all of whom, of course, are brilliant. He loves ALL wildlife,
and domestic pets too. In his twenties, he raised a variety of parrots and Labrador
dogs. Neil has a passion for motorcycling and loves to travel, particularly in
Europe, to visit museums, churches, and art galleries. He likes to visit cities and
enjoy all they have to offer, but prefers a peaceful country life close to water,
forests, and plenty of wildlife.
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